ESCHATOLOGY: The sacred tobacco of a pipe ceremony must awaken the species of the Spirit to the thousand worthless treaties of ....
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The sacred tobacco of a pipe ceremony must awaken the species of the Spirit to the thousand worthless treaties of the Marlboro marauders, and the rise of HALF THE SKY. (July 18, 2020)
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There was a treaty: In 1840, 500 Maori chiefs and the British signed a treaty on land rights in present-day New Zealand. Each year there are commemorations (above) of the Treaty of Waitangi, in which Britain agreed to full Maori rights and Maori ownership of their lands, forests and other possessions. (Crooked land deals led to the loss of much land, however). Photographer Andrea Bruce focused on event participants Bronwyn Clifford, 16, and other young women who teach Maori and their culture. This Instagram image, liked by more than 200,000 readers, was part of a June magazine story on gains (and obstacles) for women worldwide.